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e-Dagang Expo (eDX)  

Event Summary: 5 May 2020 

 

Day 2 Highlights: No time like the present for SMEs to go digital! 
 
The second day of the e-Dagang Expo (eDX), organised by the Malaysia Digital 

Economy Corporation (MDEC), kicked off with more customised webinars from e-

commerce industry players and professionals. The five-day virtual expo is an initiative 

to increase trade and commerce digitalisation in line with the new normal brought on 

by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The first webinar was conducted by Hanis Zamrud, (designation) of OURSHOP.com, 

an e-commerce platform under the AirAsia Group. OURSHOP.com has re-oriented its 

offerings, concentrating on converting small day-to-day businesses hit hardest by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. This also includes e-stores on their marketplace platform. The 

campaign enables merchants to sign up at zero commission to market their products 

on OURSHOP.com 

“Look, your business shouldn’t stop here, just because there is a movement control 

order in place,” stressed Hanis.  

A significant value-add of the service is that it is powered by its own delivery network, 

Teleport, thus ensuring a hassle-free e-commerce experience. Sellers on the platform 

can also take advantage of AirAsia’s 10 million web visitors to further expand their 

market reach. 

Next up was Hansini Thedchanamoorthy, (designation from Lazada, who introduced 

the e-commerce platform’s latest initiative to empower local businesses – Pakej Kedai 

Pintar. According to Lazada, offline sellers will experience a decrease by 50% in the 

new post-COVID-19 environment. Even so, there has also been an 83% spike in first-

time buyers and 236% increase in new sellers for the e-marketplace.  

“This immense growth potential is something that current and prospective e-

commerce sellers can tap into. It is not too late to get onto the bandwagon,” Hansini 

said.  

The Pakej Kedai Pintar offers benefits for 50,000 local SMEs, specifically targeted to 

small businesses, entrepreneurs, fishermen and farmers. Sellers get to enjoy zero 

commission and payment fees as well as free shipping on their products. They can 

even tap into a dedicated support network that provides daily sales training and 

personal sales consultation.  Sellers are well-supported by Lazada’s end-to-end 

operations model enveloping Lazada University, Lazada Wallet and Lazada Express 

(LEX). 

The third session was a panel on challenges and opportunities in e-commerce and 

cross-border training moderated by CS Chin, President of Malaysia Cross Border e-

Commerce Association. Dato’ Seri Ivan Teh, Founder & Group CEO of Fusionex, who 
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was on the panel shared how adoption of cross-border e-

commerce had always been crucial in order to stay 

competitive, especially in this new norm for businesses. Oddly, 

even if cross-border e-commerce had already gained 

momentum however, some barriers have yet to be broken down. 

One such barrier, according to Michael Kang Hua, President of SME Association of 

Malaysia, had to do with the Malaysian mindset towards digitalisation. This is mostly 

due to the perceived fear and having the tendency to overthink that companies must 

break-out of to survive.In terms of exporting to other countries, the panellists agreed 

that there is always a market for Malaysian products. Using the example of the popular 

Musang King durian, Chief Technology Officer of B2B Commerce, Chua Chin Huang, 

said that there is always potential demand for Malaysian products, especially food 

and beverages. 

“The Malaysian market may be saturated, but look beyond. There are plenty of 

opportunities available,” he advised. 

The final session for the day was a webinar by Tam Yong Sheng, (designation) of eBay. 

The e-commerce platform, for the longest time, enabled sellers to penetrate key 

global markets such as United States, United Kingdom, Australia and Germany – 

unlocking US$40 billion in market potential.  

He explained that eBay business sellers will have advanced visibility, access to a 

subsidy plan and upgraded selling limits. Additionally, there will also be a dedicated 

team of account managers to guide the seller through the process of cross-border 

selling. 

“We want you to become the next top seller and our team will walk through this 

journey with you,” he said. 

The webinars today, which were attended virtually by over 10,000 participants, were 

certainly an eye-opener to the immense potential that digitalisation and cross border 

trade holds for local SMEs. 

The eDagang Expo (eDX) will continue on Wednesday, until the end of the week, with 

webinars from SHOPLINE, Carousell and Chinese Academy of Inspection and 

Quarantine. There will also be a panel session moderated by  Small and Medium 

Enterprises Association (SAMENTA). The panel will include speakers from Seikido 

Technology and Averest Ecommerce. 

For more information please visit: www.go-ecommerce.my/campaign/eDX    
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